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His first forte is obvious: sleeping
beauty, the weight-loss montage from
Frozen. (And an obscure Armin van
Buuren song is stuck in my head, too.)
Give him the pickle and he’ll give you
some wiggly lines on the trombone. He
can also turn omelets into double letters
and use his nose to levitate candy. When
Dashing is on an audition, he’s known to
shimmy up the piano. Click on the link
below to download the Total Film issue
with Tessa from her fun-filled world. Go
on, have a read! Plus, check out the
brand new Pages feature and exclusive
mobile content. Exclusive: The clever
new user interface - Did you know it’s
possible to set the letterbox size for
individual pages on iOS? We show you



how here and reveal the much-needed
shortcut that will get you there quickly.
Pages introduced - Finally you’ll be able
to upload files, and use your Photos,
Videos, and Documents libraries in
Pages. Plus, we get a sneak peak at the
iOS update’s new 1-Tap sharing
functionality. Do you like it? Let us know
your thoughts in the comments below.
Following on from our previous posts on
the iPad and iPhone, we’re keen to know
your opinions. The iPad review proved to
be the most popular feature, with many
readers having made valuable
observations on the tablet’s strengths
and weakness. The comments on the
page have been invaluable, so head over
to iTunes now and give us your feedback
on the iPad review. But that’s not all;
we’re also keen to hear from you on the



iPhone review, and we’re asking you to
use the comments field to do so. The
Mini is an intuitive, easy-to-use, flexible,
and feature-packed web tool that is all
about empowering everyday innovators
in the space of Social Business. Social
Media, Customer Experience, and
eCommerce. The Mini’s core focus is a
collection of powerful, easy-to-use,
touch-enabled, web-based tools that
empower customers to tell their story
and build trust via Facebook, Twitter,
Foursquare, Google Plus, YouTube,
mobile, mobile search, print, email, and
more. Some of these innovative tools
include: 4.5 million – 21 million record
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